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IMPLEMENTATION SCENARIO Marian Marsh 29.10.15

The Recruitment Phase

Define your target group:
I would like to tackle the problem of traffic congestion in the areas around
schools in Reading and the problem of children not being as active as they
could be. I will specifically concentrate a SWITCH campaign at two schools:

• CIVITAS - a brand new school with just two classes of 5 year olds
totalling 60 children and their families.

• And THAMESSIDE - a Primary school of 350 pupils aged 5-11- this
school is very near a brand new pedestrian/cycle bridge which gives
more leisure opportunities to reach a playground and walks along the
river.

So the life changing moments are starting a brand new school and being
next to a brand new bridge.

In the future, this campaign could be rolled out to all 37 Primary schools in
Reading, so I see this as an opportunity to do a pilot study.

The Contact Phase

Approaching target group/ contact data:

Initial meetings with the two schools’ Head teachers will be held to map out
the way forward with a plan to meet the children as soon as possible. Then
as follows:

• Firstly, I will give an Interactive Talk to children at the two schools,
followed by letters/postcards home and an email to parents (these
will be sent to everyone by the 2 schools). The aim will be to get the
children excited about it! Some stickers would help! The other bullet
points below can follow after the initial contact with the children.

• A SWITCH display could be put up in the school for children and
visitors with the same info on the School website.

• Parent Teacher Associations at both schools will be contacted. The
aim would be to get them enthusiastic to take part and to get their
help with publicity.

• School Board of Governors – these are appointed to represent the
school, the parents and the wider community and if I can get them
interested they would have a variety of skills to offer.



Partner organisations:

• Intelligent Health (offer of pedometers in addition to the annual
Reading-wide Beat the Street in May/June 2016 with carefully
positioned Beat Boxes to help the campaign)

• Better Points app incentivising sustainable travel with points for
coffee/shopping/to give to charity - we already have an offer of 5
extra points every time someone uses the pedestrian/cycle bridge.
They are interested in working toward incentivising sustainable
travel to school.

Who signs contact letter:

I will sign the letter as I am responsible for School Travel Plans at Reading
BC and as I hold a Primary school teaching qualification, I hope to get the
children enthusiastic about SWITCH when I visit them to give a talk. Their
enthusiasm will hopefully reach the parents, too!

Local celebrity: I think we should make the children celebrities instead by
having the 'walker of the term' (3 school terms a year) award at each school
or ‘walker of the month’ if the schools are happy to organise this. These
winners could be broadcast in the school newsletter and even more widely
in the press or a SWITCH newsletter if appropriate.

The Segmentation Phase

How to segment / filter your target group?
Sub groups:

• Children - generally they will be very keen but there may be a few
with disabilities which restrict their walking

• Parents/grandparents/carers/childminders who help with the school
run (journey to/from school) - some will be persuaded to walk, some
will not be persuaded to walk every day but may be prepared to walk
once a week or to park and stride rather than drive to the school
gate. The school can easily contact these groups through a newsletter
produced by myself. This can be a postcard to incentivise the
children and a newsletter to adults explaining all the ways to reduce
car travel eg park and stride, walk once a week etc.

• The schools may want to start a small Travel Plan committee of
children and staff to promote walking to school and measures to
make this easier and more appealing.

• The Parent Teacher Association may get involved and help with
publicity.

• The School Governors may get involved and offer help in ways
appropriate to their own work skills. We may even have an expert
there in an appropriate field eg publicity or health.



The Motivation Phase

What information material might be of interest?

• Existing material: each school will have a Travel Plan. There is also a
cycling map for the whole of Reading which is useful for plotting
walking/cycling routes to school.

• New material: Children at each school could produce a walk to school
map for their school by gathering information and walking the routes
to show the journey times. This could be organised by the schools'
Travel Plan group or a lunchtime club. These children could also use
chalk paint to mark routes for others to try and perhaps to construct
a treasure hunt or trail over the new pedestrian/cycle bridge.

• Additional information: could be circulated in a newsletter to
parents/grandparents/carers/childminders explaining that children
arrive to school more alert and ready to learn if they have walked,
children enjoy the social aspect of walking and chatting together with
family or friends, the health benefits of being more active. (See
Modeshift website)

Personal support:

This could be offered by having a request box at school for posting a tear off
request at the foot of the newsletter for help with planning a journey. This
would be sent to either myself or the school’s own Travel Plan group.

Rewards and incentives:

• Stickers are loved by children and they could get them for
walking/cycling to school

• Each school could have a 'walker of the term' or ‘walker of the
month’award.

• The Better Points app and Beat the Street May 2016 will both
incentivise children and parents.

How to maximise the use of the Service Sheet?
Distribution will be by another newsletter written by myself - a postcard for
the children and emailed letter to parents/carers.

What incentives could work in your case?

• Stickers for children as rewards for walking/cycling/scooting to
school.

• Better Points app to reward parents.
• Beat the Street May2016 to incentivise children and their families.



The Advice Phase

Arrange and distribute information material:

• Schools will receive the service sheets which will be returned by
being posted in a special box. These will be forwarded to myself or
the school’s own Travel Plan group to analyse them and to reply with
information/packages.

• Reminders will be emailed to parents/carers by the school.
• As there are only 2 schools totalling just over 400 children and the

British culture tend not to ask for much help, I would expect to be
able to manage without extra help. Should I need extra help, I would
ask the school Travel plan groups to assist.

• We need to be aware that the British culture does not like to be told
to live more healthily. This will have to be drip fed very carefully and
sensitively if we are not to alienate parents, particularly those who
do not want to switch from using the car.

How to deliver personal advice?
The personal advice would be given by myself or the School Travel Plan
groups where appropriate. I would not anticipate many requests as the
British culture does not like to ask for more info. Children are the most
likely to ask for more info as they are less inhibited. Therefore any child
requests could be dealt with by the School Travel Plan group or by myself
coming along to a school assembly and answering the questions taken out of
the postbox.

Which ICT tools might be suitable?

• The Better Points app would incentivise parents. With 15,000 users of
the app in Reading, some are already likely to be using the app and
others will be encouraged to try it.

• Beat the Street will incentivise children and their families in May
2016 as it has for the past 2 years. It is expected that every child will
take part because the schools will go on class walks in addition to the
walking done out of school.

Measuring Effectiveness1

• Children – Weekly hands up surveys (How did you travel to school
today and how will you get home?)

• Chidren at Thamesside School only – On Monday mornings (Did you
walk/cycle over the new bridge this weekend?)

• Families – short email questionnaire to be posted in box at school or
emailed back



Measuring Effectiveness 2

• Number of children walking/cycling to/from school
• Number of families using the new bridge for leisure trips
• Did these trips replace a car journey?
• Frequency of school and leisure trips by active mode – daily, weekly,

monthly, less often
• What they most like/dislike about walking and cycling more? This will

inform incentivisation
• Qualitative comments from children, staff, parent teacher

association, governors, neighbourhood and families

Understanding Mechanisms 1

I will not have the resources for individual interviews but will save time in
the following ways:

• Focus group at each school will be the way I gather
information/feedback

• Children will be invited to enter a competition to write/draw what
they liked about Beat the Street at the end of May 2016. Beat the
Street have prizes donated from the business community – maybe
Lego?

Understanding mechanisms 2

Questions need to be simple for the children:

• What did you most like about walking/cycling more?
• What did you not like about walking/cycling more? This will inform

incentivisation.
• What would make walking/cycling more enjoyable? Children will

probably be very imaginative here but we may be able to move
forward with some of these ideas.

Qualitative comments from the adults through an open question on the
questionnaire.

Evaluating Processes

Who would give an honest answer?

• Head Teachers
• School Governors
• Class teachers

Costs will be kept low – just my time (limited) plus paper and printing.



The best place to share these self-critical reflections would be the SWITCH
experts and followers.

I would use these reflections to inform any future campaign at these 2
schools and into more schools in Reading.

Summary, which was an Abstract submitted on 29.10.15 for March 2016
Smarter Travel conference paper and awards.

Reading Borough Council is tackling problems of traffic congestion around
schools and children being less active by running a SWITCH campaign using
ICT tools, health messages and personal travel planning to change children’s
travel behaviour. A pilot study is focussing on two schools: A brand new
school with just two classes of five year olds starting in September 2015,
and a Primary school of 350 pupils located near Reading’s brand new
pedestrian/cycle bridge which offers leisure opportunities to reach a
playground and riverside walks.
The SWITCH EU project uses these life changing moments to trigger a
change in travel behaviour. Reading is using ICT tools including pedometers
and Beat the Street gamification to incentivise the children to walk or cycle
and a Better Points phone app which awards points towards shopping
vouchers to incentivise their families. Other measures in the campaign
include health messages, special talks and fun activities for the children and
personalised journey planning.
This paper will explain how the project has progressed over the first 6
months and the way Reading will be moving forward to involve more schools
over time.

Marian Marsh 30.10.15


